
Several online retail companies across the globe have been focusing on leveraging data effectively to 
power their business, primarily for improving their operational matrices in general and demand fore-
casting in specific. Such retail companies have an opportunity to leverage actionable advanced analyt-
ics to achieve these goals.

Introduction

Our client is an established online retail 
company based out of continental Europe.

Client’s primary need was to strengthen its 
demand forecasting capabilities and plan 
inventory and other supply chain specific 
goals more accurately. 

The scope of the work included analyzing the retailer’s multivariate dataset.

Build and test predictive models for customer segmentation.

Optimize the analytical model to enhance robustness with reduced variance.  

Customer background

Client wanted to get an overview of the 
entire operations that could help them in 
forecasting the demand and plan inventory 
and other logistics.

Client wanted to have an on-line platform 
through which they could understand the 
hidden patterns in purchased and returned 
goods.

Requirement

Scope

Data Analytics 
for an Online Retailer 
from 
continental Europe



Aress assigned a team of data analytics ex-
perts who performed the necessary explor-
atory data analysis for finalizing the features 
to be used in the final dataset for modeling. 

Based on the dataset that was modeled, the 
Aress team deployed RFM (Recency, Fre-
quency and Monetary) model-based cus-
tomer segmentation technique to under-
stand ‘The Vital Few’ customers.

Recency (R) as the days since last purchase- 
How many days ago was a particular SKU 
last purchased.

Frequency (F) as the total number of trans-
actions- How many times has the customer 
purchased from the online portal.

Solution Business Benefits

The solution which Aress implemented 
helped in improving the client’s demand 
forecasting and planning.

It also enhanced the ability to manage 
inventory costs and avoid out-of-stock situ-
ations for key products.

Implementation of the solution helped in au-
tomation due to which human intervention 
was reduced in supply chain planning pro-
cess, thereby minimizing the errors and im-
provement in the business performance

Monetary (M) as the total money spent - 
How many Euro has a particular customer 
spent

Applying RFM based segmentation tech-
niques made identifying product groups 
and customer groups easy.
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